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Jersey Excels on Citywealth Leaders List

The 2012 Citywealth Leaders List has been announced with 1500 recommendations

of which Jersey have been credited a significant 120 places.

The coveted list collates the highest performing professionals within the private

wealth sector. Inclusion is determined by recommendations and submissions from

clients and industry peers and is an independent endorsement of individuals’

standing in the industry.

High performing local companies Voisin and Volaw were recognised in the list, with

five senior staff receiving recommendations from their industry peers. Voisin’s

Managing Partner Ian Strang and Commercial Partner Nigel Pearmain are listed in

the Leading Lawyers category as Prominent Figures. Volaw’s Managing Director

Robert Christensen is included on the Honours List of Leading Trustees, while

Director Simon Perchard and Senior Manager Alicia McGinney, the recent winner of

Citywealth Trustee of the Year, are both cited as Prominent Figures on the list of

Leading Trustees.

Volaw’s Managing Director, Robert Christensen, says:

‘Our inclusion on the Citywealth Leaders List means that our expertise has been

recognised by our colleagues within the private wealth industry. We are pleased to

receive this accolade from the people who are best placed to judge the efficacy of

professionals within this sector, many of whom we have worked with for years, while

others are our competitors, whose endorsement is particularly satisfying.’

Karen Jones, Editor of Citywealth, says:

‘Volaw is one of the most respected names in Jersey. They are a Rolls Royce

advisor who should be firmly on any beauty parade or selection panel for wealthy

clients. It’s a real accolade to be featured on the list and for Voisin & Volaw to have

five team members individually mentioned is true testament to the quality of

professionals in their business.’
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